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THIS paper studies the breakdown of periodicity in the smooth or PI high-dimensional knot 
cobordism groups. The main result asserts the validity of periodicity in the topological case. 
Let C,, be the group of cobordism classes of differentiable embeddings of S”, with any 
differentiable structure, in S”+* ; equivalently C, is the group of cobordism classes of locally- 
flat piecewise linear (PI) embeddings of S” in S”+*. These igroups ‘have been computed in 
161, [13], [ 141; Czk = 0 all li, and C,,_, r G,,, k > 38, = sign (- l)“, where G,” are matrix 
groups defined below. However, C, E G,’ is a subgroup of index 2 in G, . Let Cpp de- 
note the topological knot cobordism group. Then Cpp = C,n > 3. 
THEOREM. Cpp z G, , CpP/C, g Z, . There are infinitely many non-cobordant knots 
which are not topologically equivalent to a smooth or PI knot. 
COROLLARY. c,T""g c;;; n 2 3. 
The proof of this theorem requires some study of embeddings, in the usual homotopy 
class, of S” x @P* in S”+* x CP’, @P* the complex projective 2-space. These will be 
classified up to concordance in another paper; as a consequence, we solve the problem of 
giving a geometric interpretation to the periodicity phenomena of knot cobordism. 
The proof of this theorem also employs the authors’ previous work on 4-dimensional 
manifolds [3] and an application of that to knots by Lashof [ 111. 
Using a relatively explicit construction, we obtain infinitely many non-smoothable 
knots as the fixed points of topological Z, actions on S5. These actions are therefore not 
equivalent to smooth actions. In contrast, (locally nice) topological free Z, actions, p odd, 
on S5 are always equivalent to smooth actions. However, the methods of this paper can 
be used to construct non-smoothable embeddings of topologically locally-flat invariant 
3-spheres for certain smooth free actions on S’. 
Recall the defmitions of C,, G,, and the map 4: C2n_l --f GEn [13]. A PI knot K, is an 
oriented PI locally flat submanifold of S”+‘, which is PI homeomorphic to S”. Two knots 
K, and Kl are said to be cobordant if there is a PI locally flat embedding of I x S” in I x Snf2 
restricting on the boundary to (0 x (-K,,) u (1 x Kr). The cobordism classes form an 
abelian group under the connected sum operation of knot arithmetic. 
* The authors were partially supported by grants from the National Science Foundation, and are Sloan 
Foundation fellows. 
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A matrix of integers h’ is said to be null-cobordant if it is congruent to a matrix of the 
form 
where the Mi are square matrices. The block sum of matrices A and B is 
A 0 
AioB= o B 
i I 
TWO matrices A and B are said to be cobordant if A @ [-B] is null-cobordant. Below, W’ 
will denote the transpose of the matrix JV. The cobordism classes of integral matrices A, for 
which A + F” A’ is unimodular, form an abelian group G,” under block addition. The signa- 
ture of an even symmetric non-singular quadratic form over the integers is divisible by 8 and 
G+O denotes the subgroup of index 2 in G, consisting of matrices ,-I for which the signature 
of A + A’ is divisible by 16. 
Now let S’*-’ c S’“+ ’ represent an element I of C2n_l. Then W, the complement of an 
open tubular neighborhood of S’“-‘, has boundary S’“-’ x S’ and H’(W) r 2. The pro- 
jection S’“-’ x S’ -+ S’ therefore extends to JV. Making this map transverse to P E S’, M, 
the inverse image of P, will be a Seifert surface of the knot; i.e. a submanifold with bound- 
ary S’“-‘. Let Fdenote H,(M)/torsion subgroup. Given classes X, I_’ E F, we define L(x, JJ) as 
the linking number of x, pushed off ;\I in the normal direction determined by the orienta- 
tions of S’“-’ and .S’“+‘, with y. Choosing a basis {xi> for F, write L for the matrix 
(L(x,, .x~))~, and T for the matrix defined by the intersection pairing on F induced from 
H,(M). A simple geometric argument shows that L t E,L’ = Tand, by PoincarC duality, Tis 
unimodular. Hence L E G,“; set 4(x) = L. For 2n - 1 = 3, AI is a parallelizable PI and 
hence a parallelizable differentiable, J-manifold. But then by a theorem of Rohlin [16], the 
index of M, which is the signature of T, is divisible by 16, whence $I~(x) E G,‘. 
PROPOSITION (Levine). (p: C,,_, --f G,,, IZ # 2, 1 and +3: C, + G,’ are well-defined 
isomorphisms. 
We now define Cpp analogously by using topological locally flat embeddings and 
cobordisms in place of PI or smooth ones. Again the operation is induced by the connected 
sum of knot arithmetic. To define the sum of K, and K, we map into each a standard unknot- 
ted ball pair (D”+‘, D”). The interiors of each disc pair are cut out, and the resulting bound- 
aries are identified. If n = 4, we assume that the embedding of DA in S’ is chosen to be 
stable. The following will show the well-definedness of this operation. 
PROPosITIoN. Let S” c s” +’ be a topologically locally--at embedding of S” in S”“, n > 2. 
Let (D”“, D”) be a standard unknotted ball pair arzdfi: lDni’, D”) --) (S”+‘, S”), i = 1, 2 
orientation preserving embeddings. If n = 4, assume tfzat fi ID5 + S’ are chosen to be stable 
maps. 
Tfzen there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism G: (S”l’, S”) -+ (SniZ, S”) SO 
that Gfl = fi 
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Proof. Letgi = fi 1 D”. Theng, is isotopic to g1 and, using the isotopy extension theorem, 
we could modify fi by an isotopy so as to assume, without loss of generality, that gi = 
g2 [7,4]. Writing DnfZ = D” x D’, the maps fi define topological normal bundles to D”. 
Using the existence and uniqueness of codimension 2 topological normal bundles, these 
bundles can be extended to all of S” and are isotopic [7]. 
There is an obvious map i,: C, -+ CTop. Moreover, there is a topological transversality 
theorem, if the expected dimension of th’e transverse inverse image is not 4 [lo]. Hence, for 
n > 3, topological embeddings of S” c Snf2 have topological Seifert surfaces. Using these, 
exactly as in the PI case, we define homomorphisms 4liP_ i : C$‘? i --) Grczk _ I) for (2k - 1) f 3. 
Moreover, since a PI Seifert surface is, aforfiori, a topological Seifert surface $$P 1 i$P_, = I$ 
for 2k - 1 # 3. The following is essentially well-known. 
PROPOSITION. If n > 3, every topological knot S” c S n+2 is equivalent, i.e. is carried by a 
homeomorphism, to a PI knot. Hence, for n > 3 i,,: C, -+ Cpp is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If S” c S”+’ ’ 1s a locally-flat topological embedding, then S” has a neighborhood 
homeomorphic to S” x R’. The obstruction to extending the standard Pi structure on 
S” x R’ to all of S”+’ is, for n > 3 in H4(Snf’, S” x R’ ; Z2) = 0 [9], [ 121. However, since 
S n+2, n > 3 has a unique PI structure, this knot will be carried by a homeomorphism to a PI 
knot. Hence i,, is surjective for n > 3. But Czk = 0 and hence Clip = 0 for k > 2. Since 
4liP_r i2k_l = $ is injective for 2k - 1 # 3, in those dimensions i,,_, is also injective. 
The unavailability of a topological transversality theorem, to construct Seifert surfaces 
in the relevant dimension, prevents us from giving a naive definition for 4pp. Instead we use 
the following procedure. Let S3 c S5 be a topological knot representing x E CFp. Choose a 
normal tube about the knot S3 x D’ c S5 and, as in the PI case, extend the projection of 
8(S3 x 0’) = S3 x S' --+ SL to f: Y = (S’ - interior (S3 x D’)) -+ S’. We have an inclusion 
Y x CP’ c Ss x @P’ and we let IE: Y x @P’ -+ Y be the projection. Thenfn restricted to 
?(Y x cP2) = S3 x S’ x @P’ is already transverse to P E S’. As the expected dimension of 
the inverse image of P in Y x @P2 is 8, fn is homotopic to a map g, by a homotopy which is 
fixed on a(Y x @P’), with g transverse to P [lo]. Hence, g-‘(p) = N is a submanifold of 
W x @P2 with dN = S3 x @P’, which we will call the suspended Seifert surface of the knot. 
Now let E be the quotient of the kernel of H,(N) --f H,(Sj x @P’) by its torsion subgroup. 
As in the definition of 4, if f. denotes the linking matrix and ? the intersection matrix of N 
with respect to some basis for P, then 2 + 2’ = F We claim that ?is unimodular. Using the 
maps @P2 -+ dN + N -+ S5 x @P2 + @P’, we obtain that H,(N)/torsion subgroup is 
isomorphic to P 0 H,(@P2). Letting J be the quotient of H,(N us3xcp2 D” x @P”), by its 
torsion subgroup, the exact homology sequence of the pair (!V us X cpl D’ x @P’, IV) shows 
that J z E @ H,(@P’) 8 Z. As cP2 c GH, the image of H,(@P’) in H,(N) has 0 intersection 
numbers with the homology classes of 3. Hence the intersection matrix of J, which, by 
Poincare duality is unimodular, is 
But then Tis m&nodular. 
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Therefore, Lrepresents an element of G_ and \ve define i:Op(.~) = i: E G, . 
PROPOSITION. I$:‘~ : Cpp -+ G+ is Q well-defined homomorphism and $yPi, = 4. 
Prooj: The proof of well-dehnedness paraliels that used by Levine for Q, [I;]. If iVi are 
suspended Seifert surfaces of knots K, with iinking matrices L,, i = 1, 3, then letting K 
denote the sum in knot arithmetic of k; and K2 , JV, uDJ x o x cpz D3 x I x CP’ wD, x i x c2p :Vz 
will be a suspended Seifert surface of K with linking matrix 
Hence #yp is linear. 
L, 0. 
i 1 0 L2 
Now let S3 c S5 be a Pl embedding, and let .1_1, F, L, and T be as described above in the 
definition of 4. Then N = Af x CP” will be a suspended Seifert surface for this knot, and let 
P and z be as described above in the definition of #pp. The map H2(&f) + H,{N) defined 
by x -+x @ z, for z a generator of H2(@P’), induces an isomorphism of F with P. As CL has 
self-intersection 1 in CP’, this isomorphism sends L to fi. Hence, L and Represent the same 
element of G, and +ppi, = 4. 
G, has been computed by Levine to be an infinitely generated direct sum of copies of 
Z, Z2, and 2,; and G+’ is a subgroup of index 2 in G, [14]. The map G, --f G,/G, = Zz 
sends a matrix L to signature (L + L’) E 82/16%. Let 40 denote the composite map Cy -+ 
G+ -+Zz. 
If W is the closed complement of a topological knot s, there is a Kirby-Siebenmann 
obstruction k(x) E N’( W, a W; Z2) = Zz to extendin, 0 the standard Pl structure on a 8’ = 
S3 x S’ to W [9]. We will show that this is an invariant of the knot cobordism type. 
PROPOSITION. The induced map k: Cpp -+ 2, is a well-deJned homomorphism, and 
k = cp. A X-not is equicalent to a PI knot ifand only &ftk(x) = 0. 
Proof. To check well-definedness, let K0 and K, be cobordant knots, so that there is an 
embedding of I x S’ in I x S5 restricting to 0 x (-K,) and 1 x K, at the boundary. Then 
I x S3 has a tubular neighborhood homeomorphic to I x S3 x D’, and let P = I x S5 
- interior (I x S’ x 0’). Then the obstruction to triangulating P by extending the given 
triangulation of JP = I x S’ x S’ is equal to the obstruction to lifting the structure of the 
topological tangent bundle to a PI bundle. This obstruction is in H’(P, 2P; ZJ E Zz and 
restricts to k(K,) and k(K,). Hence k(Ko) = h-(K,). 
Let S3 x D’ be a tubular neighborhood of a topological knot S’ c S’. Choosing 
p E S3 we obtain p x S’ c Z(.S3 x 0”) with a small tubular neighborhood V of S3 so that 
V n D5 x S’ = 0 and let Q = S’ - interior( Y u S’ x 0”). Then 3Q = S’ x S3 u S’ x S3. 
There is a map G: Q -+ S3 x S’ which extends the identity map a(S’ x 0’) -+ S’ x S3 since 
the obstructions to extending are in H*(Q, S’ x S3) = I-l*(S’ - S3, S’) = 0. This map will 
restrict to a homotopy equivalence of 2V to S3 x S’. Since Q has a trivial topoIogica1 tan- 
gent bundle, we can produce a topoiogical normal map, restricting to homeomorphisms cm 
the boundary, (Q, G, p, s’> = X, G: Q -+ S3 x S’ x I and p a framing of the (tangent bundIe 
of Q) 0 G*<, 5 ;f trivial bundie over S3 x S’ x I. Hence the surgery obstruction of X, 
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f?(x) is an element of the Wall surgery group Lj(Z) E Z [ 11, [ 171, [ 191. By the geometric 
periodicity theorem for surgery groups [ 191, 0(s) = 0(x x 1 cP2) E L,(Z) z Z. But the identi- 
fication of&(Z) with Z is obtained using l/S of the signature of a codimension one manifold 
produced by transversality on p E S’ [17, 191. Hence q(x) = 0(x x I,,?) = e(x) (mod 2). 
Now to show that k(x) = 0(x x lc-:) (mod 2), note that Q x S’ has a unique triangula- 
tion, extending the given PI structure on 2(D’ x S’) x S' since the obstructions to the cor- 
responding bundle-lifting problems are in H*(Q x S’, ?(D’ x S') x S’ ; Z2) = 0. The PI 
manifold obtained by this construction as the PI structure on c(Y) x S’ is standard if and 
only if G(x) = 0 (mod 2) [5, 191. On the other hand, the standard PI structure on a(Q x S’) 
extends to Q x S’ if and only if k(x) = 0. Hence k(x) = e(x) (mod 2) and therefore q(x) = 
k(x). 
Lastly if q(K) = 0, then after extending the PI structure on 2(S3 x 0’) to all of 
S’ - interior(S3 x D2), K is shown to be equivalent to a PI knot exactly as above using the 
uniqueness of PI structures on S5 [1 51, [18]. 
PROPOSITION. 4 :"P is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If Kis a knot and 4yP(K) = 0, then p(K) = 0 and K is equivalent to and can be 
assumed to be a PI knot. But then as 0 = 43 ToPi3(K) = cj3(K), K is PI null-cobordant. 
Hence 47 is injective, and it remains to show surjectivity. 
This is equivalent to finding a knot K, for which q(x) # 0. Using the results of Cappell 
and Shaneson [3], Lashof [l l] constructed by the following procedure a knot which is not 
equivalent to a PI knot. In [3] it was shown that there is a normal map (W, F, 5, E) = x, W a 
differentiable manifold with d W = V0 u V,, 
F restricting to a diffeomorphism of V, to P x 0, and a homotopy equivalence of Vi to 
P x 1, with e(x) E L,(Z) E Z a generator and Vi, by some map other than the given 
one, diffeomorphic to P. While F: V, +P x 1 can be shown to be not homotopic to a PI 
homeomorphism, using the result that all homotopy-tori are homeomorphic [j, 9, 193, it is 
readily seen that F x 1,’ restricted to Vl x S’ ---) P x S’ x 1 is homotopic to a homeo- 
morphism. However, comparing this with a diffeomorphism of V, x S’ to P x S’, we obtain 
a topological homeomorphism of P x S’ to itself which is not isotopic to a PI homeomor- 
phism. This means that the “non-standard ” PI structure on P x S’ is pulled back by a 
homeomorphism from the standard one. Since all the constructed maps induce the identity 
automorphism on 7c1(P x S’), such an auto-homeomorphism /I can also be constructed for 
PxR. Then letting y:S3-+P=S3xS1#S2xS3#~~~#S2xS2 be the obvious 
embedding and choosing any PI embedding of u : P x R -+ S’, c&i : S3 + S5 is a topologically 
locally flat knot which we will call K. A neighborhood of this S3 in Sj is S3 x R’ equipped 
with the unusual PI structure and this knot is not equivalent to a PI knot. But as shown 
above, this is equivalent to q(K) = 1. 
We will outline an alternative and rather explicit construction (see [12]), which produces 
non-smoothable knots S3 c S5 which are the fixed points of Z, actions on Sj, for any p. 
The basic tool is the following refinement of our results of 131. 
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PROPOSITION. Let pZ c Z. p f 0, ;; t L,(Z). .Y = .s x S’ or x = S’ x S’ # 
r(S’ x S’)r $ 0. Then there is n topological normal map (f, b) 
rrith 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
f:(W,i;W)+(Xx I-XX ou .Yx 1) 
f 1 d W + 2(X x I) is a homeomorphism, 
o(J b) = ‘/, 
f induces an isomorphism of fkndamental groups. 
letting h denote the cocer associated to pZ c Z, i: C^v+ (X x 1) induces an isomor- 
phism of homology groups. 
Proof. The case X = S3 x S’ is derived from the case X = S3 x S’ # r(S’ x S’) by 
performing obvious surgeries. In the latter case, the desired normal cobordism is obtained 
from that of the following lemma by attaching on a topological h-cobordism. Recall that a 
homotopy equivalence to S3 x S’ # r(S’ x S’) with trivial normal invariant is topo- 
logically h-cobordant to S3 x S’ # r(S’ x S”). 
LEMMA. p, y as above, X = S3 x S’# r(S’ x S’), r $ 0. Then there is a PI normal map 
(L b) 
f:(W,a_wua+W)+(Xxz,XxOuXx 1) 
with 
(1)’ f~a_w+xx 0 zs a PI homeomorphism nrtd 
1‘18, W -+ X x 1 is u homotopy equicalence and (2), (3), (4) as above. 
Proof. This lemma, apart from part (4), is a special case of results of [3]. Given an 
oriented manifold X and Y = X # r(S’ x S’), r + 0, and 7 E SU(Z[n,( X)]) representing 
‘/ E L,(X,(‘Y)) = ~~(Z[~,(~>l)/~~(Z[~~~~~~l) [I91 a construction is provided in [3] of a 
normal cobordism, which we will call (W,/‘).,., to Y x 1, with cr((W’,f),,) = y. (W, f).,, is 
obtained by attaching handles to 8(Y # ti.S’ x S’) x I), in a standard fashion to Y # 
t(S” x 9) x 0 and to a standard basis of x2 twisted by 7’ to Y # t(S’ x S’) x 1. Hence 
if y’ projects to cr in SU(Z[e]), where 
(W, f).,, is seen to be a homology equivalence 
Now, letting 7’ E SUZ[Z]) denote a representative of y E L,(Z); then as Lj(Z) -+ 
L,(Z,) is the trivial map [19], y’ induces an element of RU(Z[Z,]) c SU[Z(Z,]). But 
RU(Z[Z]) +RU(Z[Z,]) is readily seen to be onto by examining “simple” generators of 
RU(Z[Z,]). Hence after multiplying 7 by an element of RU(Z[Z]), we obtain ~7 E SU 
(Z[Z]) representing 7 and mapping to cf in SU(Z[Z,]). From the commutative square 
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we obtain 
SU(Z[P, r-q, - SWZkl) 
t i 
tr tr 
Su(Z[t, t-l]) - ~ww,l) 
where tr denotes the transfer homomorphism. Hence as (bv,ff>? = (FF’,_/&?) and tr(9) 
projects to xr in SU(Z[e]), we conclude that 3 is a homology isomorphism. 
THEOREM. There exist infinitely many topological Z, actions on S5 for any p > 1 rvith a 
non-smoothable knot S3 c S5 as the jixed point set. The quotient space of S’ under these 
actions is again Sj. 
Note 1. These actions are semi-free [2], that is, free outside the fixed-point set. 
Nore 2. The above theorem can be interpreted as saying that non-smoothable knots 
can occur as the cyclic branched coverin, u of other non-smoothable knots. 
Proof of Theorem. Taking X = S3 x S’ and y an odd multiple of a generator of 
L,(Z) g Z construct the (J b) of the Proposition. Then c’Fi’= S3 x .S’ x 0 u S3 x S’ x 1 
and let Q = Wus3xsLx1 D4 x S’. Then 20 = S3 x S’ and using (3) and (4) of the Proposi- 
tion, one sees that 0 u s,XsIS3 x D* is a homotopy S’ and hence, as above, is homeo- 
morphic to S’. 
Moreover, & usI XsL S3 x D” has a Z, action obtained by extending the covering 
translations of Q, with S3 x 0 c S3 x D2 as fixed-point set. The quotient space of this 
action is again a homotopysphere. Lastly, to showthat the knot S3 x 0 c Q’ us,XsL S3 x Dz 
is unsmoothable, one can construct a suspended Seifert surface for S3 x 0 with signature 
equal to the image of tr(y) under the maps L,(Z) 2 L,(e) 2 SZ. As y has been chosen to be 
an odd multiple of the generator, y and tr(y) [5] [I91 determine non-zero elements in Z2 = 
82/16Z and hence the knot is non-smoothable. Different choices of 7 will give knots which 
are not even cobordant. 
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